
 

                            New From George Joseph's Worldwide Casino Consulting...     

     Casino Poker “Fair & Foul”…Poker Game Protection 

                          

                                   

George Joseph has taught poker dealing, game protection and has assisted in 

writing Poker SOP’s and opening Poker Rooms at casinos throughout the gaming 

industry.   He has conducted undercover projects for State Gaming Control Boards 

and has been an expert witness in Poker related prosecutions and arbitrations.  



QUESTIONS: 

 “What types of Marked Cards are “Not” used in  

  Poker Games…?” 
 

 “Is finding Marked Cards in Poker the same as   
  finding Marked Cards in Blackjack or Baccarat?” 
 

 “Is Poker Cheating in a “Cash Ring Game”  the  

  same as Cheating in a Poker Tournament…? 
 

 “What is the Industry Standard for Hands per  

  Hour in Poker…?”  How To Evaluate & Increase 

  ("You Might Be Surprised At The Answers") 
 

 “What is a Verbal Wire Office…?” 
 “What is a Finger or Chip Office…?” 

 “What is “Going To The Movies”…?” 
 “What is a Tournament Ace…?” 

 “Can Edge Sorting Be Used in Poker…?” 
 “What is “Playing Cousins”…?” 

 “What is “White on White” or “Cobalt Blue”..? 

 “What is a “Bin Cooler” or “Sleeper Cooler”…? 
 

 



                       Several Poker Cheating Methods Exposed 

        
  Belly Strippers              Apron Cold Deck Device        Tournament Ace Muck        

         
……….White on White……….      IR Daub Applied During Play Shows on Tricked Out Cell Phone 

           
“How Accurate Are Those Cell Phone Poker Analyzers…Do They Really Work?” 



We’ll go over a new technique I’ve been experimenting with to examine suspect playing cards and detect 

Marked Cards using your scanner and Adobe Photoshop…(No need for expensive equipment.) 

    
              (It’s “Pretty Cool” to watch the markings just appear.) 

 

      We will also review various High & Low tech card marking methods and investigative techniques 

   Attendees will conduct various reviews utilizing the following; 



    Checklists are a great training aid and reminder for surveillance    

 Justifications will be presented for each issue listed below 

                       

 Similar Integrity Checklists Will Be Presented To Assess Bad Beat Jackpot Hands     

    (Learn how Bad Beat Jackpots were stolen in LV & throughout the industry) 

“GJ” …”It has been my experience that Camera Coverage for Poker is universally 

sub-standard.  Consider that stealing $50,000.00 using marked cards in Poker is a 

daunting task for cheats, but a $50,000.00 Bad Beat can be stolen in one hand.” 



 George Joseph began his gaming career in Las Vegas in 1974 as a 

dealer and entertainer.  He worked for the owners of the Aladdin Hotel, the owner 

of the Dunes Hotel, the owner of Treasure Island and was for 10 years the 

Corporate Director of Surveillance for the Bally Corporation Casinos Worldwide. 

  George served for 10 years on the Board of Directors and Ethics 

Committees of the Nevada Polygraph Association and holds several gaming and 

vendor licenses.  He is currently president of Worldwide Casino Consulting, a 

Nevada based corporation whose core business is casino game protection 

training and compliance reviews. 

Mr. Joseph has been instrumental in uncovering many of the biggest 

casino scams in the gaming industry and has been a consulting investigator and 

expert witness in countless casino cheating and Baccarat prosecutions for over 

thirty years.  George Joseph regularly appears on National Television specials 

which feature casino cheating and the “Old Days” of Las Vegas. 

Phone:  702-499-3280   Email: GJLV@AOL.COM    Web-Site:  WWW.GJLV.COM  

 
Training Site:   WWW.GEORGEJOSEPHTRAINING.COM 
 

Remember:    “The Procedure Is Stronger Than The Move” 
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